UNDERSTAND AND PREVENT
FUTURE SHORTAGES THROUGH
ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

Reduce Shortages and
Maximize On-Time Delivery
Performance With LeanDNA

Take a proactive approach to shortage management
by understanding what drives shortages and
taking action to prevent future shortages. Leverage
automated analytics to review detailed supply and
demand history for specific parts, diagnose the root
cause, and prevent additional shortages before they
happen through better procurement visibility and
improved supplier communication.

Shortages cost manufacturers dearly—both in dollars and in customer
satisfaction. Today your procurement team probably manages
shortages in static spreadsheets or other custom reporting solutions,
but these methods don’t allow for real-time visibility, collaboration,
or execution. A reactive, siloed approach to shortage management
just doesn’t cut it amidst growing supply chain complexity.
LeanDNA automates and standardizes your shortage reporting to save
teams hours of manual work, surfacing critical shortages by order
and item, and enabling your teams to understand, prioritize, and
collaborate across sites and suppliers to improve on-time delivery.

PRIORITIZE SHORTAGES WITH AUTOMATED,
EXECUTION-FOCUSED CRITICALITY LOGIC AND
REAL-TIME LINE OF BALANCE VISIBILITY
Flexible, out-of-the-box prioritization logic categorizes shortages by
criticality level to ensure buyers and planners are working on the
most impactful shortages first. Easily filter by criticality level, site,
supplier, item groups, buyer, age of shortage, and more, drilling into
individual items to see greater detail and take action.
LeanDNA also provides a real-time Line-of-Balance dashboard for
purchased parts to quickly identify current and future material
shortages, as well as Shortage by Order and Shortage by Item reports
to provide shared, actionable insights across planning, procurement,
suppliers, and the factory floor.

COLLABORATE WITH COLLEAGUES
AND SUPPLIERS TO ATTACK
SHORTAGES
Directly communicate and collaborate with
colleagues and suppliers on specific parts, shortage
statuses, and performance with real-time data via
LeanDNA’s web-based platform. With the ability
to modify PO statuses through both manual
and automated updates, record comments, and
collaborate within LeanDNA, you can resolve
shortages faster and refer back to your team’s
communications in the future for context. Easily
add tasks for a particular item or PO, and assign
them to another user at your factory or send to a
supplier to address.

32%

Average Reduction
in Shortages for
LeanDNA Customers

Ready to see it in action?
leandna.com | 512.790.3360 | team@leandna.com

Contact us for an in-depth demo of
shortage management in LeanDNA:
leandna.com/request-demo

